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Brainstorm for a few minutes.

What does it mean to be kind?
Why is kindness important?

How can we put kindness into ACTION?

What is kindness?



Let’s ask ourselves...

● Think about a time you remember someone was kind to you.

○ What did you feel? 

○ How did it affect everyone involved? 

● Now find a partner. Take turns sharing your stories and listening carefully.

○ Make sure you take turns listening and speaking. 

○ Whoever has longer hair can listen first.



Be KIND to yourself!

● Be kind to your body

● Be kind to your mind

What are some ways you can be kind to 
yourself?

What does 
kindness to 
yourself mean 
to you?



Be KIND to others!

What are some ways you can be kind to 
others?

What does 
kindness to 
others mean to 
you?



What does 
kindness to the 
earth mean to 
you?

Be KIND to our planet!

What are some ways you can be kind to 
the earth?



Acts of Kindness Tree

Our tree has no leaves.
Make a leaf for each kind of kindness.

How will you be kind to:

● Yourself
● Others
● Your planet

Write or draw one for each! Let's put kindness into 
action!



While our acts of kindness trees are 
made, let's see how kindness, yoga, 

and mindfulness are connected



● Noticing when the mind is wandering and bringing it back to attention in a kind, and 

curious way. 

● Not getting mad at ourselves and others for distraction, because normal, healthy 

brains get distracted. Rather, bringing back the attention in a kind way.

What is mindfulness?



3-Part Meditation
1. Ring a chime and listen to the entirety of the sound. 

2. Tune into your breathing. 

3. Practice a body scan from the head down.



Breath
(breathing on purpose)

Movement and Stillness 
(yoga poses and 

staying still)

Relaxation
(when I am not busy or 
sleeping, I am resting)

Concentration
(what do I pay 
attention to?)

Being aware of our 
thoughts

(what am I thinking about?)

Being conscious of our 
energy use 

(what am I doing 
with my energy?)

What is yoga?



Kindness, Yoga, and Mindfulness

Ahimsa - The yoga word for not harming the self, 

others, or the environment. This means to put 

kindness first!

Being mindful of our thoughts, words, 
actions helps us live ahimsa.

Being kind to ourselves and others at all 
times (even when mistakes are made) is 

also living ahimsa.



1. Stand with your big toes together or your feet at hip width 

distance apart, whichever is comfortable.

2. Imagine you can grow roots from the soles of your feet and toes 

down into the earth.

3. Standing up straight but not too rigid and not too soft, let your 

arms fall by your sides.

4. Turn your palms forward and spread your fingers out.

5. Lengthen your spine by lifting the crown of your head a little 

higher toward the sky right above you.

6. Breathe steadily in and out. Feel as tall as a mountain, steady as a 

mountain.

Mountain



1. Stand with feet together. Extend your strong arms at the 

shoulders horizontally.

2. Shift your weight into your right leg. Raise your left leg, extending 

it out to the side.

3. See how long you can manage to be strong and still before you let 

go of the pose.

4. Repeat on the other side.

Falling Leaf



1. Stand with feet together. Shift the weight into one leg, as you 

slowly raise the other leg.

2. Place the foot onto the leg at the calf or thigh, firmly pressing the 

thigh and foot into each other to create balance.

3. Once steady, reach the arm up, keeping your belly strong.

4. Remember to keep your eyes steady and to see what’s in front of 

you.

Tree



1. Stand up straight and tall. Take in a deep breath.

2. As you breathe out, extend the arms to the sides at shoulder 

height like airplane wings.

3. Take in another deep breath and lean forward with your chest.

4. Step one leg back behind you. On the back foot, come to your 

tippy toes.

5. Lean your weight forward and your back leg becomes weightless.

6. Look in front of you and fly. Hold the pose!

7. Repeat on the other side.

Airplane



1. From your hands and knees, spread your fingers out and press 

your hands down into the floor at shoulder width apart.

2. Curl your toes under and lift your tail up. Bend your knees a little 

bit and tilt your tail up and back.

3. If your legs feel tight, take turns bending one knee while sending 

the heel of the other foot toward the floor and then switch to the 

other side.

4. To turn up the fun, lift one leg at a time to the sky to stretch your 

hips and legs. To come out of it, rest your knees down, press your 

hips back toward your feet and rest in Child’s pose.

Downward Facing Dog



Let's take a moment to admire the
Acts of Kindness Trees we made!

Remember to put your kindness into action!

Let's take a moment to thank ourselves for 
our hard work and attention.


